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Lee Mortimer & Foamo present… The Superman Launch
Posted by Fat! - 2010/02/19 05:08
_____________________________________

Saturday 13th March, 2010, 10pm-5am 
The Rhythm Factory, London 

Lee Mortimer Vs. Foamo, Streetlife DJs, Reso, Tek-One (LIVE), The Living Graham Bond, Kavsrave,
Buster Bennett, Scally Dandan  

Party Party Party! Lee Mortimer and Foamo celebrate the launch of their huge new single, ‘Superman’,
released on Lee’s own Wearhouse Music. After last years ‘It’s Going Down’ the duo return with a huge
slice of disco house goodness. With its diva-sampling vocal and big bassline this could be a summer
smash… and we’re not even out of winter yet! With a neat Streetlife DJs remix doing the rounds on the
blogs they come with a spanking new DJ set for 2010. Bringing more bass Reso (Civil Music), Tek-One
(Live) (HENCH), The Living Graham Bond and Kavsrave (Numbers) join the party.   

If that’s not enough to make your world go round check the Superman prices. Free to everyone who
dresses up as Superman or Superwoman before 12, £5 after. Otherwise it’s ONLY £5 before midnight
and £10 after. 

Get Ya Cape On!

============================================================================

Re:Lee Mortimer & Foamo present… The Superman Laun
Posted by Fat! - 2010/02/25 05:58
_____________________________________

If you have ever seen Tek-One live you will be well aware of the intensity and likely the hands in the air
mosh pit antics that ensued. If you haven’t, then you should. This unique London based duo have been
packing a punch on dancefloors across the country. Armed with an acoustic drum kit and often a number
of quirky keyboards and circuit bent children toys, that recall Howard’s former band Partyshank,
Tek-One transmit a deadly blend of their own productions and full on beats.  Listen to the amazing
‘Broken String’ forthcoming on Jakes’ HENCH imprint on their MySpace. They play at The Rhythm
Factory on Saturday March 13th. 

http://www.thefatclub.com/tekone-sleep-eye-open/
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Re:Lee Mortimer & Foamo present… The Superman Laun
Posted by Fat! - 2010/02/26 10:09
_____________________________________

Free Foamo Download 

Major Lazer - Bruk Out (Foamo Remix) 
the recent news that Major Lazer (Diplo & Switch for those of you who have been hiding under a stone)
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will be releasing a new EP in April, featuring MIA, Thom Yorke, Buraka Som Sistema and more, we have
a super fresh remix of ‘Bruck Out’ from Fat! resident Foamo. 2010 sees him come with a tougher sound
than we’ve heard before, and we love it. If you have seen him play recently you’ll most likely have heard
a number of his forthcoming tracks and, yes, they are a lot! We don’t want to give too much away but
stay tuned for some very exciting announcements in the coming weeks… bruck out! 

http://www.thefatclub.com/foamo-major-lazer-remix/
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